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INTRODUCTION
We Speak. The 14th Annual Silver Room Sound
System Block Party was held in Downtown
Hyde Park on July 15, 2017.
With perfectly sunny weather and 80°F
temperature, this year’s Block Party hosted
nearly 30,000 attendees, almost doubling the
estimated 15,000 attendees from last year.
The Annual Silver Room Block Party was
revived in Hyde Park in 2016 from its previous
location in Wicker Park. Organized, branded
and managed by Eric Williams in association
with his store The Silver Room, Downtown
Hyde Park Chicago has been the destination
for the Block Party for two consecutive years.
Last year’s Block Party was held on the plaza
of Harper Court and on Harper Ave. This
year’s event expanded over a larger footprint,
blocking off 53rd Street from Old Lake Park
Ave to Blackstone Ave in addition to Harper
Court and Harper Ave.
Downtown Hyde Park, SSA #61, has been the
presenting sponsor of the Block Party since its
revival. Sponsorship funding and leadership is
designed to provide stability and capacity to
the event while ensuring that all attendees and
residents have a safe and positive experience
that creates growth and sustainability for the
district.

The SSA sponsors public events that
demonstrate a measurable benefit to the
community and that foster community growth
and development. The Block Party has been
an exceptional sponsorship opportunity.
Downtown Hyde Park has grown into a
recognizable destination in and of itself, and
the Block Party supports the overall objectives
of the district to nurture and build public
awareness of Hyde Park’s unique history and
culture.
The success of the Block Party has laid a
great foundation for a sustainable summer
engagement that can reap important benefits
for all stakeholders involved. The Block Party
has proven to engage a large segment of
Chicago’s South Side neighbors while also
attracting attendees outside of the Chicagoland
market. The Block Party has also proven to
foster spending with the businesses in the
SSA district immediately and in the future.
The magnitude of the Block Party is
exponentially larger than the actual attendance.
The economic impact, community outreach,
social engagement and community impacts
are notable independently and collectively.
To view Dowtown Hyde Park’s sizzle reel video
of the Block Party, please visit the website:
www.downtownhydeparkchicago.com

The following report was produced by CEI Media Group to evaluate and document the significance
and impact of the Block Party from the perspective of the presenting sponsor. CEI Media Group, a
Chicago-based, digital intelligence firm, is a trusted supplier of creative marketing, communications,
and data management services.
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THE BLOCK PARTY
The Silver Room Sound System Block Party
started in 2002 and celebrates cultural diversity
through expression, music and art. The event is
free to public and organized by The Silver Room
and owner, Eric Williams along with Ron Trent.
Once a quaint affair for friends and family of The
Silver Room, the Block Party has grown into a
vibrant and diverse neighborhood gathering
for all ages. It is recognized as a platform to
showcase amateur-to-professional artists and
musicians from the Chicago-land area.
On July 15, 2017, the 14th Annual Silver Room
Sound System Block Party included 4 stages,
over 75 vendors, and 130-150 artists/performers.
Outdoor stages and principal performances were
held from 12 noon to 10:00 pm, with late night
after parties from 10:00 pm to 2:30 am.

NEARLY

30,000
ATTENDEES

The Block Party was successfully held without
incident in the Downtown Hyde Park footprint
with support from the SSA, South East Chicago
Commission, local businesses, and public
officials.
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THE DESTINATION
Downtown Hyde Park has grown into a recognizable destination
through successful branding, on going public relations and
event marketing.
Downtown Hyde Park’s association with the Block Party
includes its role as a physical and a virtual destination for
online engagement. In both instances, public experience and
perception is important.
PHYSICAL DESTINATION. The epicenter for this year’s Block
Party was 53rd Street and Harper Ave.

VIRTUAL DESTINATION. As an online
destination for social media, Downtown
Hyde Park along with social media-savvy
businesses in the district can reach a large
population of prospective customers.
Social networks are vital to the public
relations and experience before, during and
after the event.
Facebook alone can reach 94,000 in Hyde
Park zip codes: 60615 & 60637
This year, Downtown Hyde Park social
strategy was simply to raise awareness
and promote the event on all networks, and
deliver live video during the event via the
SSA’s Facebook page.

There are 20,000 residential households and 700 area businesses within 1.5 Miles of the Block Party.

Transportation is a critical element considering the significant
growth in the crowd size. There are less than 400 public parking
spaces available in garages and surface lots located within 1/2
mile of the Block Party (excluding spaces in the Treasure IslandHyde Park Shopping Center). While there is metered street
parking, these spots are limited and may be cost-prohibitive
for long-term use. There is a significant amount of non-zoned
residential parking, but use by visitors pushes residents several
blocks from their own homes.

By investing in content marketing, especially
video, Downtown Hyde Park can create
unique insights to promote businesses in the
district to attract customers before and after
the event.

The growth of the crowds warrants more attention to how
attendees arrive. Increasing Metra, CTA and ride-sharing can
alleviate some of the demand on parking spaces for attendees
that are farther than walking or biking distance. Developing a
specific ride-sharing collaboration and a location for drop-offs
and pick ups is worthy of exploration. Bicycle parking areas
and rules against bicycles inside the footprint will improve
foot traffic. Organizing the experience at the destination may
be essential to ensuring that Downtown Hyde Park remains a
viable location for the large crowd.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DOWNTOWN HYDE PARK IS FOCUSED
ON SUSTAINING ITS GROWTH AS A
DESTINATION FOR RESIDENTS,
VISITORS AND TOURISTS.
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Downtown Hyde Park
Satellite Locations
The Silver Room
A10
Connect Gallery
The Promontory
JoJayden
Doerr Building
Porkchop
Sir & Madame
Ancien Cafe’
Hyde Park Records
ZBerry
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THE CROWD

THE CROWD: FACTORS

Photo by: Christopher Dylan Andrew

This year’s crowd size is nearly twice that of last year’s. Calculating the audience size is a difficult and complex
task. The classic method for estimating crowd sizes is called the Jacobs’ method. Herbert Jacobs was a journalism
professor at the University of California, Berkeley in the 1960s. The Jacob’s method is simple but is unable to
account for complexities of varying crowd density in an area, crowds that move, growth/attrition over time etc.
With professional examination, custom formulas, and several interrelated factors to consider, it is important to note
that there was no desire and no attempt to exaggerate the crowd size.
A wide spectrum of data inputs were analyzed to ensure the estimation was rooted in objectivity.
Influences and considerations:
• Audience characteristics (individual adults, adult small groups, adults with kids)
• Arrivals and departures (including mode of transportation) over time.
• Volume of people in specific areas over time.
• Available occupancy for streets and outdoor spaces in the footprint.
• Available occupancy inside nearby locations.
• Parking availability and distance from the destination.
• Headcount inside official and non-official satellite locations over time.
Data from transportation sources (Metra, CTA, Divvy, Uber/Lyft/Taxi) was not available for inclusion.
pg. 10

TIME
An important factor to note in the audience calculation is that the audience grows to a peak by 7-8pm, plateaus
(relatively) from 8-10pm, and then declines rapidly with a small late night crowd arriving after 10pm. Attendees were
categorized in three groups. Short-term attendees stayed approximately 4 hours. Long-term attendees stayed 6-8
hours, and all day attendees were present at the destination for 10 hours or more.

AREA
Based on the outdoor footprint there were 5 “city blocks” of dedicated space for the event.
2 - 53rd Street (Old Lake Park Ave to Blackstone Ave)
1 - Harper Ave (52nd to 53rd Street)
1 - Surface Parking lot
1 - Harper Court (east and south)
By evaluating square footage and taking into account street occupancy using photos and overhead drone footage
captured at 3 different points of time, we were able to take head counts and develop estimates of crowd size. We
also accounted for the saturation of the destination and satellite locations, which created spillover into the business
district that was not directly in the Block Party footprint.
pg. 11

THE CROWD: TRACKING GROWTH

COMMUNITY OUTREACH
The Silver Room Block Party is the epitome of
grassroots, community outreach. While there may
be some instances of paid promotion or advertising,
those instances would be exceptions to the rule.
Instead, the Block Party continues to grow organically,
becoming a “viral event” stemming from personally
curated lists and connections of Eric Williams and The
Silver Room Block Party producers. A strong nucleus
network (crowd):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The crowd size of nearly 30,000 people is a cumulative total over more than 10 hours as graphically depicted below.
The charts below show the visual progression of BRAND NEW attendees arriving over time with a baseline of 1,000
people at the time the event began. As described earlier, attendees stayed for various lengths of time. Consequently,
an attrition rate — not included in the graphs — was also calculated to account for people leaving after short-term
(4 hours) or long-term (6-8 hours) attendance. There were 20-22,000 people in the Block Party footprint and nearby
areas at the peak of attendance from 8:00 pm until the 10:00 pm close. Crowds dispersed fairly quickly after 10:00 pm.
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Social Media Destinations:
@ The Silver Room
@ The Silver Room Block Party
@ Downtown Hyde Park
@ Hyde Park, Chicago
@ 53rd Street
Facebook Events:
• The 14th Annual Silver Room Block Party
• 100 Canvas Fundraiser & Silent Art Auction
Websites:
www.thesilverroomblockparty.com
www.gofundme.com/tsrblockparty
secure.squarespace.com

15,000
11,250

1,000

1,000

Hashtags:
#TSRBlockParty
#TSRBlockParty17
#SilverRoomBlockParty
#WeSpeak
#WeSpoke
#WeSpeakHPChi

18,750

THE OFFICIAL 14TH ANNUAL SILVER ROOM BLOCK PARTY
FACEBOOK EVENT

7,500
1,000

Social networks:
• Facebook
• Twitter
• Instagram
• Snapchat

22,500

1,250
625

Facebook Friends
Facebook Page Followers
Twitter Followers
Instagram Followers
E-mail
Volunteers
Artists/Performers

The Block Party audience is engaged before, during
and after the event in a variety of channels, networks,
and online properties. This spectrum of engagement
creates an outreach more than 20x actual attendance.
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3,750
50

12pm 1pm 2pm 3pm 4pm 5pm 6pm 7pm 8pm 9pm 10pm 11pm 12am

0

4,500+ Invited | 7,000+ Responses | 240,000+ Reached

Accumulation of attendees per hour
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SOCIAL NETWORKING

THE IMPACT & BENEFITS

Downtown Hyde Park joined the Block Party
communications and content marketing using three
social networks: Instagram, Twitter and Facebook.
Facebook was the primary platform focus, and live video
during the Block Party was shared on the Downtown
Hyde Park FB timeline. Twitter was the secondary focus.
The Instagram account was tired to the Twitter account
for dual posting. Reach and engagement data was
available from Facebook and Twitter, specifically.

RETAILER BENEFITS
The Block Party created an enormous opportunity for most retailers in the business district. As the host of the
event, The Silver Room is expected to benefit considerably from the Block Party. However, retailers throughout the
district experienced increases in sales. McCaffery Interests reports that retailers in close proximity to Harper Court
experienced 20-50% increases in sales above comparable Saturday sales.

An evaluation of 100 tweets (Twitter posts) within 24
hours of the specific event date, showed 2x the reach
year over year for one single (yet primary) hashtag:

#SilverRoomBlockParty
Year

Est. Reach

Est. Exposure

2016

71,148

91,402

2017

155,960

295,969

In addition to #SilverRoomBlockParty, the hashtag
#TSRBlockParty was also popular in 2017 and tracked
275,120 (reach) and 380,282 (exposure). While the
data points identified include only a small sample of all
tweets, they serve as direct evidence supporting the
assertion that the total of all conversations marked with
and without hashtags dramatically increased.
Facebook data for the 14th Annual Silver Room Block
Party event promotion is even more notable considering
that FB users are more likely to be authentic compared
to Twitter profiles. This year’s Block Party event page
on Facebook reached more than 240,000 people,
according to FB insights. That is 1.5x more than the
next largest event featured, which was also promoted by
Eric Williams and The Silver Room.
Total social media reach collectively this year was more
than 3x the reach from the previous year. Conversations
and engagement were dispersed over several hashtags,
multiple social destinations, and multiple social networks.

While there were great success stories of sales increases, new customer acquisitions, and standing room only
capacity, there were a couple of exceptions. Some retailers opted to close early or completely for the day.

ESTIMATED

$1.5 MILLION
IN ECONOMIC IMPACT

20-50%

INCREASE IN STORE REVENUES

ECONOMIC IMPACT
An economic impact analysis (EIA) examines the effect of an event on the economy in a specified area, ranging
from a single neighborhood to the entire globe. It usually measures changes in business revenue, business profits,
personal wages, and/or jobs. In an official letter entitled “Economic Impact Analysis for the 14th Annual Silver
Room Block Party presented by Downtown Hyde Park Chicago,” Eric E. Reaves, Director of the Special Service
Area reported an economic multiplier of $52.00 for the Block Party. With 30,000 attendees, this $52.00 multiplier
produces an estimated $1.5 million of economic impact.
In addition to common expenditures of the audience associated with the event, economic impact also includes the
total costs of producing the event, plus taxes, fees, temporary/contract jobs.
Common Expenditures:
Entrance Donations

$5

Art Canvases

$50

Vendor (Food/Beverage)

$20

Parking or Transportation

$15

Restaurant (Food/Beverage)

$30

After Party Entrance

$20

Retail Shopping*

$25

After Hours (Food/Beverage)

$20

Grocery / Supplies

$30

Hotel Room

$200

*NOTE: The Hyde Park Sidewalk Sale was July 13-15, overlapping with the Block Party on Saturday. The Sidewalk
Sale included more than 30 participating businesses, of which, more than half were not directly involved or
participating in the Block Party. While no data has been made available on the outcomes of the Sidewalk Sale, the
intersection of these two offerings should be evaluated.
https://fiftythird.uchicago.edu/category/tags/hyde-park-summer-sidewalk-sale
pg. 14
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COMMUNITY IMPACT

NEWS MEDIA
The Block Party has generated an enormous amount of positive discussion about Hyde Park Chicago. Thousands
of photos and countless hours of video were shared by amateur and professional photographers. The storytelling of
the event is a powerful social connection for the audience, the artists, businesses, and the City of Chicago.
Broadcast news media does not cover this event, which actually benefits the producers by avoiding too much
exposure that could cause uncontrollable growth or attract disruptive crowds.
Block Party attendees are the true curators of content and media that documents the event’s style and social impact
as a safe, summer experience that is contrary to the perception and press about Chicago’s Southside.
Local news coverage from Chicago Reader, Chicago Defender, Rolling Out, and Hyde Park Herald is widely read and
shared before and after the event. Multimedia news seems to be an effective way to reach audiences, educate the
community and generate support for the event.

“Silver Room Block Party meeting”
July 10, 2017 by Joseph Phillips, Staff Writer, Hyde Park Herald
Photo collage: silverroomblockparty.com

The Block Party has a powerful community impact. The
event increases the economic, social and cultural capital
of its producers, performers, and audience. Its structure
of collaboration fosters a sense of collective identity and
teamwork. Its social equity motivates crowd funding
contributions and promotes volunteerism. At the same
time, the event encourages self-expression and enjoyment.
Through its focus on arts and music, the Block Party is
an outlet for stress relief, a beacon for community unity,
and a reunion between family and friends. The love and
joy expressed during the event is infectious. Respect,
tolerance, and acceptance are unspoken values that are
evident from the social interactions of the audience. The
event and its founder are personally and professionally
inspirational, encouraging entrepreneurship, advancement
in arts, and community leadership by example.
pg. 16

The community impact touches everyone directly or
indirectly. Children are exposed to art and that exposure
can improve school performance, define their interests,
and boost their individual pride and confidence. Families
have a safe environment to enjoy a summer day outside.
Artists are exposed to larger audiences to showcase their
talents and gifts. Businesses benefit from new customers
and increased income that will help grow and sustain
employment in the area.

$12,995

RAISED BY CROWD FUNDING
174% OF $7,500 GOAL

Each year Williams creates a block party theme that
is positive and inspirational.
“It is our hope this year’s theme of “We Speak” will
bring people together through art, music, dance,
and celebration of not only our commonalities but
our differences as well,” said Williams, about the
event. “The theme represents an opportunity for
‘us’ to talk with one another, as well as increase our
human potential and strengthen our community.”

750,000 SOCIAL MEDIA REACH
pg. 17

SPONSORSHIP

AUTHOR’S NOTES

The Silver Room Sound System Block Party is sponsored
by Downtown Hyde Park with support from essential
partners including, the South East Chicago Commission,
University of Chicago Commercial Real Estate Office, and
McCaffery Interests.

This report was written and published by CEI Media Group for the benefit of Special Service Area #61. This report
serves as an independent evaluation of the significance and impact of the Block Party from the perspective
of the presenting sponsor. The author has no stake in the outcomes and has no investment in the event
production by The Silver Room. Any subjective comments are the professional opinion of the author and may
or may not reflect the opinions of the presenting sponsor or producers.

The Block Party was approved for sponsorship by
Downtown Hyde Park because the event:

Calculating Economic Impact
Economic impact measurement has become a powerful and persuasive tool for those looking to capture and
evidence the financial benefits that can result from the hosting of a major event. Measuring economic impact not
only allows public sector bodies to evaluate their economic return on investment, but it also demonstrates how
events drive economic benefits – allowing event organizers develop practices which maximize these benefits.
The ‘economic impact’ of a major event refers to the total amount of additional expenditure generated within
a defined area, as a direct consequence of staging the event. For most events, spending by visitors in the
local area (and in particular on accommodation) is the biggest factor in generating economic impact; however,
spending by event organizers is another important consideration.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supports multiple local businesses in the district
Creates customer attraction to the footprint
Incorporates non-profit entities and volunteer
organizations
Serves a large audience
Serves an under-represented or underserved audience
Fills a void in activities in the neighborhood
Fosters positive community interaction

The Block Party creates an enormous opportunity for
restaurants, retailers, and service providers in the business
district. For nearly all of these businesses (with the
exception of The Silver Room), the customer acquisition
cost is zero (or next to nothing).
Businesses interested and capable of marketing to this
audience can benefit on the day of the event and for
future sales cycles with execution of great customer
service, bounce back marketing and successful customer
retention strategies.

NOTABLE DATA POINTS:
Attendees: 30,000
Median Age Range: 34 - 44
Median Income (2015): $49,058
Event Economic Impact: $1.5 Million
Social Media Reach: 500,000 +
Population in Hyde Park: 94,000 (including students)
Residential Households in Hyde Park: 41,000
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DOWNTOWN HYDE PARK
Over the past seven years, Hyde Park’s business
district has seen significant changes. In 2014,
Special Service Area #61 was established with
the strategic mission To enhance and maintain
a vibrant, pedestrian friendly, neighborhood
commercial district that reflects the culture
of Hyde Park, serving local stakeholders and
attracting visitors.
Many national retailers, most notably Chipotle,
Starbucks, LA Fitness, Whole Foods and Akira
have opened their doors. The arrival of Modern
Cooperative, Noteworthy Notes, Sir & Madame,
and The Silver Room have given Hyde Park
shoppers a taste of new style.
In addition, Hyde Park has become a focus for
full service restaurateurs. A10, Promontory, and
Nando’s Peri Peri have opened to revenue levels
well above those anticipated and 57th Street
has developed into a strong restaurant row with
popular eateries Z&H Marketcafe and Cemitas
Pueblas, serving both longtime Hyde Park
residents and University of Chicago students.

Crowd Size and Impact
Exaggerating crowd sizes can be common practice for the purposes of public relations, but it compromises
the reliability of monitoring and evaluation that is based on estimates of attendance. Exaggerating crowd sizes
has the effect of overstating economic impact and at the same time overstating the carbon footprint or the
resources required to produce the event.
The growth of this event should be effectively managed to ensure that crowd saturation does not compromise
the safety or the enjoyment of participants, artists and producers. If crowds for this event continue to grow at
the same rate, the growth will easily outpace the destination’s ability to accommodate the crowd.
No exaggerations have been made in this report. Documented estimations have been professionally and
carefully evaluated.
—————————
About the Author
CEI Media Group, a Chicago-based, digital intelligence firm, is a trusted supplier of creative marketing,
communications, and data management services. CEI Media Group is an award-winning, minority-owned firm
founded in 2002. www.ceimediagroup.com

Harper Court, a mixed-use project anchored by
retail will soon be home to the area’s first brewpub,
Jolly Pumpkin Artisan Ales. On the horizon, more
businesses will be joining Target at the Vue53
development as well as possible retailers for
the boutique hotel development planned for the
corner of Dorchester Avenue and 53rd Street.
www.downtownhydeparkchicago.com
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